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Section 1
Introduction
This manual is intended to assist the user with the basic features of the Queen Stationtm
instrumental insemination device. This manual, however, is not intended to be a training
manual on “how” to inseminate queens. It is incumbent upon the user to attend a training
session on queen insemination.
This instrument represents thousands of hours of research and development including input
from university, professional and queen breeding organizations. You can be assured that you
have purchased the finest instrument available anywhere in the world today.
The Queen Stationtm is virtually maintenance free and with proper cleaning, use and storage it
will last a lifetime. Some of the features included with this device are unique and are under
patent pending protection.
The advantages of the Queen Stationtm are listed here:
1. Large industrial Co2 cylinders are no longer needed. If you travel to inseminate queens
you can take the 74g Co2 cartridges and not have to worry about the availability of Co2.
The industrial Co2 cylinders are inherently dangerous and have seriously injured people.
We have successfully inseminated more than 100 queens on one 74 gram cartridge and
had enough Co2 remaining in the cartridge for another 100 queens.
2. The on-board gooseneck lights are state-of-the-art units that are controlled with a
microprocessor dimmer system. These lights completely replace the bulky and
expensive units currently needed with devices offered by other vendors. These lights
run cool and can be positioned wherever the user desires.
3. A Bubble counter that actually allows the user to count accurately sized bubbles. With
this instrument there is no longer any need for glass beakers, hoses, stoppers and
clutter associated with older systems. Older systems using beakers cannot control the
bubble size and hence cannot control the true amount of Co2 being dispensed to the
queen holder.
4. Superior syringe stage (slide). All other commercially available units feature an inferior
syringe stage. The syringe stage on the Queen Stationtm is a laboratory grade unit that
allows the user to adjust the tension as he or she see fit.
5. Ball sockets that present even tension in all areas of rotation. Other units have a serious
flaw that causes the tension on the dorsal and ventral hooks to be higher in one
direction of rotation than the other. Our unit has smooth, even tension in all directions
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making the damage of queens unlikely.
6. Fixed dorsal and ventral hook locations relative to the queen holder. Other units have
adjustable posts that hold the hooks. This causes issues with operators who may not be
able to find the perfect location and angle needed to inseminate the queen. With fixed
7. Boom trinocular microscope built into the unit. This saves space on the workbench and
eliminates yet another set up problem for the operator.
8. Hard anodized finish on most parts. Hard anodize is harder than stainless steel,
dielectric and stain resistant. This equates to ease of cleaning and maintenance.
9. Optional hard shipping and storage container makes transporting the unit easy.

Section 2
Assembly
Step 1
After carefully unpacking all components from Pelican case, place the base unit in the location
where you will be inseminating queens. Note: the base unit has three Sorbothane vibration
isolation pads on the bottom. These pads, when new, are very sticky and as such make it
difficult to shift the unit. Placing it in its proper location is the best practice. Once in proper
location, place the microscope boom column (threads first) into the shaft lock located at the
rear of the base. Press the shaft lock closed

Figure 1 Proper location of boom column,
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Step 2
Next install boom column shaft lock at 6” up from top of base. Once this measurement is
established the shaft lock can remain on the shaft. The Pelican case foam is recessed for this
lock and subsequent uses will not require this adjustment.

Figure 2 Boom column shaft lock location

Step 3
Install microscope boom on to the boom column as shown in figure 3. The proper assembly technique is
to mount the boom to the left side of the column. Mounting in this fashion allows the right side of the
base to remain relatively open.

Figure 3 Proper Boom installation

Step 4
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Next the microscope head can be installed in to its support ring. Gently place the microscope into the
ring and tighten the thumbscrew on the right side to hold it in place. The optional camera can be
installed at this time.

Figure 4 Microscope installation

Step 5
Figures 5 and 6 show the suggested method of routing the lamp flexible shafts. To gain maximum
illumination the lights need to be aimed directly onto the queen holder. Routing around the microscope
adjustment knobs keeps them out of the way of the syringe slide.

Figure 5 Microscope lights properly routed
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Figure 6 Microscope lights properly mounted

Step 6
Next Co2 cartridge can be installed. Screw it completely onto the regulator. Note: Please read the
section 4 in this manual prior to installation

Figure 7 Co2 Cartridge installation.

Step 7
Install the polycarbonate queen holder onto the queen holder post. Make sure the O-rings are installed
on the post. Next install the ventral hook post and ventral hook into the left shaft lock. Position the
ventral hook such that it is level with the top of the polycarbonate queen holder. In similar manner
install the sting forceps post and sting forceps on the right side. The syringe slide and syringe can now be
installed on the right side. Position the sting forceps such that it is level with the top of the
polycarbonate queen holder.
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Figure 8 Queen holder, ventral hook, sting forceps and syringe slide installed

Step 8
Disassembly is accomplished by following the reverse order of the steps listed above. Note:
once the 10 mm shaft locks on the front posts are properly set they can remain on the posts for
quicker set up on subsequent uses. The foam in the pelican case is relieved for these locks.

Section 3
Care and Cleaning
1. Base: Cleaning the base is extremely easy. After disassembly for storage the user should
use either ethanol, isopropyl alcohol or an alcohol based window cleaner such as
Windex. Use a clean cotton cloth and spray the alcohol on the cloth (not on the base)
and wipe the entire unit.
2. Microscope: The microscope should be cleaned in the same manner as the base. The
microscope lenses and eyepieces should be wiped clean before storing.
3. Bubble Counter: The bubble counter exterior can be cleaned with ethanol or alcohol on
a clean rag but be sure to wipe the polycarbonate tube with a dry cloth. This will
prevent the alcohol from crazing the surface of the tube.
4. Syringe Stage (slide): The exterior of the stage can be cleaned with the ethanol or
alcohol cloth but it should be noted that it is possible to also clean the oil from the
dovetails. After cleaning with alcohol cloth the user should re-lubricate the dovetails as
follows. Rotate the slide completely to one end of its range. Add one drop of lubricating
oil (such as 3-in-One oil) on each dovetail. Slowly rotate the slide to the other end of its
range. Wipe any excess oil from the stage. Return the slide to its center of travel
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position.
5. Dorsal and Ventral Hooks: Prior to every use, after every use and in-between every
queen insemination the dorsal and ventral hooks should be sterilized. Sterilization can
be accomplished sterile alcohol wipes. Experienced queen inseminators will tell you that
one of the most likely sources of failed insemination is a result of infection from
contaminated hooks and syringes.
6. Syringe: Depending on which type of syringe the user prefers will determine the proper
cleaning method. Many users prefer the larger Harbo style syringe while others prefer
the smaller syringe that installs directly into the syringe holder on the Queen Stationtm.
The syringe should be completely disassembled and wiped with a sterile alcohol wipe.
The syringe should be reassembled and the exterior wiped clean. The syringe provided
with your instrument is a 1 ml disposable unit and should not be cleaned.
7. Lights: The exterior of the lights can be wiped with the alcohol cloth.

Section 4
Co2 System
The integrated Co2 system is one of the significant features of the Queen Stationtm and needs
to be fully understood and managed. Failure to understand the Co2 system will be a source of
problems for the user. If you as the user is used to using a 100 cubic foot industrial cylinder you
may have developed a habit to not be concerned about the amount of Co2 available to you.
You will quickly become cognizant of Co2 conservation with this system. It is critical to follow
the steps listed here to be successful.
1. Cartridge Installation/Removal: Prior to installing or removing the cartridge shut off all
three control valves. Use only 74g Co2 cartridge. It is recommended to use ONLY 74
gram cartridges that are intended for beverage dispensing systems. DO NOT USE Co2
CARTRIDGES INTENDED FOR PAINT BALL GUNS OR FISH TANKS. 74g Co2 cartridges
intended for beverage service contain food grade Co2 and will do your queens no lasting
harm. Aside from the quality of the Co2 contained in the cartridge, the threads and seals
in the Queen Stationtm regulator may not match other cartridges. Spare cylinders can be
obtained locally from brewery stores, on-line from brewery stores or directly from Apis
Engineering.
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Installing the Co2 cartridge is straight forward. Simply screw the cartridge into the
threads on the regulator body. There is a small projection inside the Co2 regulator body
that pierces the seal over the cartridge. It is important that the cartridge be screwed on
completely and hand tight without stopping the threading motion. If the user interrupts
the threading motion it is possible to cause the gas to escape before the cartridge is fully
seated against the seal.
Once the cartridge is installed it should not be removed until it is empty. If there is Co2
gas remaining in the cartridge and it is removed the gas will escape and the cartridge
will completely empty. It cannot be sealed and reused. The cylinder, if removed with
Co2 gas remaining, will not present a danger except that ice may form on the exterior of
the cartridge. If you purchased the optional travel case the foam liner has been
designed to protect the cylinder with it remaining on the regulator body.
2. Water Fill: With all three control valves closed the bubble counter can be filled with
water. Note: only distilled water should be used in the bubble counter. Distilled and deionized water is acceptable but not required. The bubble counter is filled by removing
the small thumb screw on the side of the polycarbonate tube. Included with your
instrument is a 3 ml blunt tipped syringe. Fill this syringe with distilled water and then
fill the bubble counter through the thumb screw hole. Fill the polycarbonate tube to
approximately 1/8” below the thumb screw hole. Replace the screw making sure the
small O-ring is still on the screw. From time-to-time the bubble counter will need
refilled. This is because minute amounts of the water bind to the Co2 and is carried out
of the system. When the user needs to “top off” the system all valves need to be closed
and the system recharged with Co2 as described below.

3. Pressure Adjustment Procedure: In order to eliminate wasting Co2 and hence
premature depletion of Co2 cartridge the following procedure must be adhered to.
a. Check to make sure all three control valves are closed. The valves will be off if
the step #1 (above) was followed.
b. After installation of Co2 cartridge turn the regulator knob clockwise to an
indicated pressure of 5 psi as shown on the dial. At no time is more than 5 psi
required to anesthetize queens. After any of the three valves have been opened
the user needs to wait 15 seconds before opening the next valve. This 15
second delay allows the pressure to stabilize within the system. Keep in mind
your goal is to produce a 3 bubble per second (bps) flow rate. This is an
extremely small volume of Co2 gas and it takes time to fill the lines. It should be
noted that Co2 is heavier than air and this works to your advantage within the
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system because all air will be driven out of the lines. Be patient here.
c. After waiting 15 seconds the next valve to open is the flow regulator. This is the
big black knob with the red lock ring. The red lock ring needs to be lifted up in
order to adjust the knob. Raise the red ring and open the knob (turn
counterclockwise) one full turn. Push the red lock ring back down. Wait 15
seconds again. Opening this valve allows the Co2 gas to flow thru the lines to the
bubble counter. At this point the bubble counter is pressurized but no bubbles
are observable because the flow control valve on top of the bubble counter is
closed. Bubbles can only appear once this valve is opened.
d. This section is the most critical adjustment. Slowly open the valve on top of the
bubble counter by turning counterclockwise. If this valve is opened to quickly the
built up pressure in the lines will drive all of the water out of the bubble counter
and into the lines feeding the queen holder. After a small opening of the valve
WAIT to see if any bubbles appear. Once bubbles appear the valve on the top of
the bubble counter can be adjusted for approximately 3 bps. At this point you
may recall reading in other publications that 8-10 bps is appropriate and in
others you may have read that continuous Co2 is required. Why the differences?
It simply a matter of bubble size. The bubbles generated in this system flow
through a precise orifice that controls bubble size and 3 bps is adequate.
e. If after opening the valve on the top of the bubble counter doesn’t produce any
bubbles then close this valve completely and go back to the flow control valve
and lift up the red ring and open this valve another ½ turn. Push the red lock ring
down and repeat section (d).
4. Draining Bubble Counter: Occasionally it may be necessary to drain the system.
a. Shipping or Long Term Storage of Instrument: If the user needs to ship the
instrument via any method i.e. air transport or ground the bubble counter
should be drained. Additionally, if the instrument is to be stored for long periods
it should be drained. This is needed for two reasons. 1) If you ship your
instrument it will likely be turned on its side or upside down and the water will
leak out. And 2) Long term storage and shipment may expose the instrument to
freezing conditions.
b. Draining the Bubble Counter: If the instrument needs drained it is highly likely
that you also need to disassemble it too. In any event, to drain the system the
instrument needs to be disassembled. Once disassembled remove the small
thumbscrew in the side of the bubble counter and turn the instrument upside
down and allow the water to drain out of the thumbscrew hole.
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5. Temporarily Shutting Off Co2 Flow
a. Between Queens: After completing the insemination of a queen if the user is
going to immediately inseminate another queen nothing needs to be done to
shut off the Co2 flow. If, however, there is going to be some length of time
(more than 3 minutes) it is an advantage to shut down the Co2 flow. To
temporarily stop Co2 flow simply close the flow control valve on top of the
bubble counter. As you turn the valve try to remember how many turns it
required to completely close the valve. This will make it easier to restore flow if
you have an idea of where the valve was previously set. Note: When you need
to open the valve to restore Co2 flow, open the valve slowly and in small
increments with a pause between each adjustment. In summary, for short term
Co2 flow stoppages all of the valves do not need to be closed only the valve on
top of the bubble counter.
6. Long Term Shutting Off Co2 Flow
a. Finished Using the Instrument: Upon completion of insemination of queens it
will be necessary to shut off Co2 flow. This is accomplished by closing all three
valves. Close the valve on the Co2 regulator first. This is accomplished by turning
the knob Counterclockwise. Once this valve is closed the pressure gauge will
drop to zero. Next, lift the red ring on the flow control valve and close the valve
by turning the knob Clockwise. Finally, close the valve on top of the bubble
counter by turning the knob Clockwise.

Section 5
Installing Queen in Queen Holder: Included with you instrument are two plastic tubes. One of
the tubes is tapered on one end and the other is square on both ends. The tapered tube is used
to hold the queen during anesthetization and insemination and it is also used to trap the queen
prior to insemination. The tube without the tapered end, sometimes referred to as the “backup” tube, is used to cause the queen to back up into the tapered tube. Once you’ve selected a
queen for insemination place her in the square cut tube. Once she is in the tube place the
square end of the tapered tube against the other tube at the end of the tube that has the
queens’ sting showing. Be patient and she will back up into the tapered tube. Place the tube on
the queen holder post on the instrument, which should have Co2 flowing, and she will be
anesthetized and ready for insemination.
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Section 6
Secondary Anesthetization of Queens
Empirical evidence has shown that secondary anesthetization of queens causes them to begin
laying sooner and for longer periods. Your instruments’ accessory kit box doubles as the
secondary system. The box has vent holes in the lid and a Co2 port on its side. Also included is a
connector hose that is to be attached to the queen holder post on the Queen Stationtm and the
secondary box. The secondary anesthetization box will hold seven of the so-called California
Mini cages. The flow rate for the secondary box is maintained at 3 bps. This rate will fill the box
and force the air out through the holes in the lid.

Figure 9 Photo showing method of connecting hose for secondary anesthetization of queens.
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Figure 10 Photo showing secondary anesthetization of queens with box closed.

Section 7
Lighting System
The Queen Stationtm includes a built in lighting system that is controlled by a microprocessor
dimmer system. This system completely eliminates the costly and space wasting independent
systems.
1. Installation/Removal: The lights are easily installed by pressing the 3 pin base into the
socket. It does not matter which light goes in which socket. To remove the lights press
the tab on the front edge of the base mounted connector and pull up on the base of the
lamp. Note, do not pull up on the flexible shaft.
2. Alignment: The alignment of the lights is entirely decided by the user as regards where
the user is comfortable with the illumination. The recommended method is as shown in
the photos (figure 5 and 6). By curling the lights around the microscope knobs as show it
keeps the lights out of the way when adjusting the microscope and the syringe slide.
3. Adjustment: The lights’ intensity is adjusted using the potentiometer on the right side of
the base. Turning the knob completely counterclockwise turns the lights off. Turning the
knob clockwise increases the intensity. Note that both lights must be installed on the
base for proper operation.
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Section 8
Storage
1. Packing in Travel Case
The following figures show the proper packing of the instrument.

Figure 11 Level 1, Level 1, bottom layer in case showing base, lights, extra Co2 and installed Co2
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Figure 12 Level 2, showing electric cords and hoses storage and syringe slide

Figure 13 Level 3 showing microscope head, microscope beam, ventral and dorsal posts
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Figure 14 Level 4 showing camera, storage box, microscope beam and clamp

Section 9
Accessories
1. Accessories Storage/Secondary Anesthetization Box
2. Glass Capillary Tube tip (5 ea.)
3. Tygon Connection Hose
4. PVC Secondary Hose (one 18” x ¼” id and one 12” x 1/8” id)
5. ¼” x 1/8” reducing coupling
6. 3 ml blunt Tip Syringe
7. 1 ml syringe insemination syringe
8. 3 ml syringe with blunt tip
9. Sting forceps
10. Ventral Hook
Also included: 2 74g Co2 cartridges.
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Section 10
Electrical Schematic
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Co2 Schematic
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